IIT Bombay-Spoken Tutorial (ST) as Knowledge Provider to Anna University & Affiliated Colleges

To: Affiliated Colleges of Anna University - Tamil Nadu.

Sub: IIT Bombay-Spoken Tutorial (IITB-ST) Knowledge Provider to Anna University, Tamil Nadu providing MOOC IT/Software Training to UG and PG students through distance learning.

IITB-ST is an NMEICT, MHRD, Govt. of India initiative to provide MOOC training, E-Tutor for many IT lab courses in syllabus and enhance employability Skill set of UG/PG students. Courses can be learned during prevailing lab hours.

- The MOOC E-Tutor is an easy self learning audio-video method to acquire knowledge on many software like Linux, LaTeX, Python, Java, PHPMySQL, Drupal for Web development (recommended by AICTE), EEE/ECE pkg of e-SIM, ExpEyes, Arduino, NGSpice and many more (over 70). (E-Brochure for course list)
- Certificates will be awarded to all students who undergo the training.
- 24x7 expert guidance on How to start the program, Course selection for different departments, Course specific Planning and implementation support for the semester are provided. Placement support via Job fair participation for best students provided.
- The team will provide brochures, leaflets, posters where necessary. Course specific Expert talk on Skype, Live support where doable on case by case basis for FDPs.

College action steps as follows:

1. College appointed Faculty Organiser (FO) from any department to start the program. FO must write/call IITB-ST TN manager on how to get started.

Contact Tamil Nadu (TN) Training Manager – Swapnali Kadam. Mob.+918082014548
Email- swapnalistp@gmail.com
Website link- www.spoken-tutorial.org